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Transition statement

Teacher information

Child’s name: Sarah [name changed for privacy] Date of birth: 15 January 2008

Name of contact person completing this form: [Kindergarten teacher — name omitted for privacy] Date completed: 6 December 2012

Early childhood service name: [name omitted for privacy]

Child’s attendance history: Sarah attends regularly, three days a week — Tuesday, Thursday and Friday. 

Description of program delivery: Kindergarten program in a long day care setting.

Strengths, motivations and interests Suggestions for settling into school

Sarah:

• is kind and caring, initiates friendships with peers and enjoys playing 
with others in large and small groups

• is very imaginative and creative 

• enjoys dramatic play.

Sarah:

• follows routines well

• feels comfortable and confident in expressing her feelings when 
prompted by open-ended questions

• with familiar adults, will communicate her thoughts, ideas and 
opinions

• will benefit from understanding routines and locations of 
bathrooms, playgrounds and classrooms to assist with her sense of 
belonging to her new school.

Annotated transition statement — Sarah
Key

Points that are common to all transition statements.
Points that specific to this transition statement.

An overview of Sarah’s 
strengths and suggested 
strategies to assist her 
transition to her new 
learning environment.

A transition statement is created  
to build a shared and accurate 
picture of a child’s learning  
across the Kindergarten Year.  
It includes information about each 
of the learning and development 
areas: Identity, Connectedness, 
Wellbeing, Active learning and 
Communicating. The transition 
statement helps parents/carers and 
other partners to plan the child’s 
smooth transition into school.
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Identity

A kindergarten child who has a 
strong sense of identity: 

• is building a sense of security 
and trust

• acts with increasing 
independence and 
perseverance

• is building a confident self-
identity.

Sarah:

• demonstrates a sense of being accepted and supported  in the kindergarten environment

• seeks and accepts support or guidance from familiar adults

• with minimal support, follows routines and organises resources needed for play and learning situations

• with adult support, makes choices in a play learning context and offers input into group play

• persists with tasks and activities, even when challenging, e.g participating in  new play experiences

• explores the familiar kindergarten environment and, with occasional adult support, contributes to a range of play situations
and real-life experiences.

Connectedness

A kindergarten child who is 
connected with and contributes 
to their world:

• is building positive 
relationships with others

• shows increasing respect for 
diversity

• shows increasing respect for 
environments.

Sarah:

• in familiar situations, initiates interactions and friendships with peers and invites peers into play situations

• demonstrates an understanding of her own and others’ rights and responsibilities within the classroom, e.g. packing up after 
using equipment

• shows an understanding of fairness and recognises when a situation is unfair, seeking support from an adult to deal with 
unfair behaviours

• with some prompts, listens, observes and responds respectfully to differences and similarities among people from different
cultural backgrounds 

• is beginning to question stereotypes that may be presented in a variety of situations, and shows interest in adult-led 
discussions about stereotypes

• interacts with the natural environment, and has investigated the relationship between people and the environment through 
assisting with real-life engagements, e.g. caring for animals.

Statements align to the 
learning and development 
areas (QKLG pp. 38–62 
and Continua of learning 
and development)

Positive language is used 
to describe the level of 
support Sarah received in 
new or familiar situations.
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Wellbeing

A kindergarten child who has a 
strong sense of wellbeing:

• is building a sense of 
autonomy and wellbeing

• explores ways to show care 
and concern and interact 
positively with others

• explores ways to promote 
own and others’ health and 
safety

• explores ways to promote 
physical wellbeing.

Sarah:

• makes decisions and choices related to play and learning experiences

• demonstrates resilience when there are changes to routines or activities by using simple strategies to manage change,
e.g. playing with familiar peers or resources 

• with familiar peers, initiates interactions, considers others’ interests, feelings and needs and enjoys group play experiences

• manages routines related to hygiene and self-care with minimal prompts

• identifies and discusses ways to stay safe and healthy within the classroom environment

• explores physical play and is skilful with gross-motor and hand–eye coordination activities, including throwing and catching, 
movement skills, climbing and balancing

• explores ways to use manipulative materials, including cutting, writing and drawing tools.

Active learning

A kindergarten child who is a 
confident and involved learner:

• is building positive 
dispositions and approaches 
toward learning

• shows increasing confidence 
and involvement in learning

• engages in ways to be 
imaginative and creative

• explores tools, technologies 
and information and 
communication technologies 
(ICTs).

Sarah:

• displays enthusiasm for learning and explores areas of personal interest

• with occasional support, investigates and solves problems in areas of interest, and organises resources to support learning

• displays confidence in learning

• with minimal support, works collaboratively with peers

• contributes to learning conversations with familiar adults and peers

• with some prompts, represents ideas, feelings and experiences in a variety of ways, including exploring and using different 
art media

• with adult support, uses the digital camera alongside peers within the program to record her own achievements

• uses dramatic play to express knowledge and understanding about information technology, e.g. roleplay with cell phones 
and computers.

Specific examples of 
Sarah’s knowledge and 
understanding show 
the connection to the 
significant learnings 
of the learning and 
development areas (pp. 
32–33 of the QKLG).

The key focus for each learning and development area is 
stated, to provide information about the knowledge, skills and 
dispositions children explore throughout the kindergarten year.

Statements highlight 
Sarah’s unique skills and 
dispositions.

Statements are written 
using plain English, and 
are succinct and clear.

Positive language is 
used to describe Sarah’s 
strengths and the level of 
support she requires.
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Communicating

A kindergarten child who is an 
effective communicator:

• explores and expands ways 
to use language

• explores and engages with 
literacy in personally 
meaningful ways

• explores and engages with 
numeracy in personally 
meaningful ways.

Sarah:

• communicates with familiar adults and peers for a range of purposes, including expressing her needs and ideas, and 
discussing and sharing her knowledge and understanding

• takes turns in social conversations where she shares ideas and feelings

• with support, engages in a variety of print and multimedia texts, and enjoys listening to stories and retelling events from 
stories, e.g. talks about the pictures and what information was given

• shows an understanding of the links between text and illustrations

• explores writing behaviours, where she recognises and writes her own name and attempts to write other letters and words

• explores mathematical concepts within play, such as shapes, patterns and numbers, and with support, uses some 
mathematical ideas to solve everyday problems, e.g. how many spoons are needed for the number of children at the table.

Please include any additional information about further support that may be required for this child

Sarah would benefit from having time to become familiar with new adults within the school setting. Using open-ended communication strategies will support Sarah
to feel comfortable and confident.

Teacher signature: _________________________________Parent/carer signature: _____________________________________ Date completed: ____________
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This section of the 
transition statement 
contains information 
provided by Sarah.
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This section of the 
transition statement 
contains information 
provided by Sarah’s 
family, adding to the 
teacher’s observations 
and statements.
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This section of the 
transition statement 
contains information 
provided by Sarah’s 
family, adding to the 
teacher’s observations 
and statements.


